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FLEXA Nast
For sweet dreams and snug moments 
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Welcome to the world
From choosing a name to planning the perfect nursery, 
preparing for the arrival of your new baby is an exciting 
and memorable time. You build a nest – a warm, protective 
place where your baby can grow, snug and secure. There 
are 5 items in the collection, all of which comply with strict 
safety standards for babies.

At FLEXA, we have more than 45 years of experience in 
creating the best possible design solutions for children 
and the style of the parents.
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Why choose 
FLEXA Nast?

Made from 
solid pine 

wood

Grows with your 
child. From baby to 

toddler to junior 
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Complies with 
strict safety 
standards

Näst matches our 
existing collections in 

Scandinavian style

Designed 
with rounded, 
organic shapes 

Made in Europe, 
designed in 
Denmark
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Rounded forms 
and smooth surfaces
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Distinctly Scandinavian Feel   
“I designed the Näst collection with functionality and sustainability 
in mind. It was important to create a timeless design that meets the 
changing needs of the growing child. FLEXA Näst is all about 
preparing for baby’s arrival and creating a safe place to sleep and 
grow. I chose rounded forms and smooth surfaces to create a simple 
and distinctly Scandinavian feel.” 

Lene Madsen 
Danish Design Engineer
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Furniture that grows with them

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCNPAxYpVSMhttp://
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Click to experience
60 seconeds of cuteness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCNPAxYpVSMhttp://
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCNPAxYpVSM
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0-6 months 0-2 years
Näst is baby’s first bed. The cot 
base is height-adjustable. Set 
it at the right level so you can 
easily reach your child

When your child is able to sit, 
it’s time to lower the cot base. 
This stage of the bed can also be 
used as baby’s first bed

A growing 
collection
5-in-1 Cot bed
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Good advice for a good night’s sleep 
Parents are advised to place their newborn baby’s bed close to their own bed.

Being close to you is comforting for the child 

Most newborns prefer to sleep in a bed that is not too large. In the early 
months, you can line the cot bed with a crib bumper or hang a canopy over 

the bed. Both make it easier to keep the child warm, comfortable and secure  

The first 3-4 months after your baby is born he/she is trying to adjust to the 
difference between night and day. Help him/her by letting a little sunlight into 
the room and allowing a little background noise in the daytime when he/she is 
sleeping. In the evening and nighttime, make sure the room is dark and quiet 

2-3 years 3+ years 4+ years
When your child is about three 
years old, you can remove all 
the bars on one side. You can 
choose to lower the top bar so 
that it acts as a safety

When your child is 2-3 years old, 
you can choose to remove three 
bars on one side of the bed. 
Your child can then crawl in and 
out of bed on his own

Your child is now big enough to 
sleep safely without a safety rail. 
The Näst cot bed can now also 
be used as a sofa to curl up on 
elsewhere in the child’s room 

1

2

3
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Growing up together
FLEXA Näst 5-in-1 Cot bed

Your child spends many hours sleeping. We have 
developed a cot bed that can be adapted to meet 
the growing child’s needs.

5-in-1 cot bed that grows with the child

Intelligent design: Re-use top rail as safety rail

Plywood bed base with ventilation holes

Rounded shapes

Mattress size 70x140 cm

Solid pine wood

L:146,5 W:75,5 H:88,6 cm

FACTS
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A healthy mattress
FLEXA Näst Mattress

The average child spends about 40% of childhood sleeping. It is important to 
invest in a good mattress that will help the child to get the best possible sleep. 
A rested child is a child who is ready to learn! 

The entire mattress carries the OEKO®-tex label, 
Class 1 and therefore contains no harmful substances

The FLEXA mattress is turnable. Designed with a firm sides and a 
soft visco wave foam on the other side. The visco memory foam top reacts, 
conforms and adjusts to body temperature and weight to provide the best 
possible comfort during an infant’s sleep 

The mattress is ergonomic and breathable. 
Excess moisture and heat are rapidly wicked away from the child

The mattress meets the highest requirements to ensure a safe and allergy 
friendly environment for babies

Removable and washable cover for optimal hygiene and convenience

Recommended up to 40 kg/88lbs

OEKO®-tex labelled fitted cover, made in 100 % cotton. Washable. 
Easy to remove

FACTS
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Good advice  
about mattresses 

It is important to air bed clothes 
and mattress regularly. To reduce 
the risk of dust mites and mould

For optimal hygiene, wash the 
mattress cover at minimum 40°C

To allow the mattress to dry out, 
wait to make the child’s bed until 
the bed clothing or quilt is dry 

1

2

3
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Good inspiration about 
your changing table

It’s a good idea to put up a 
mirror at the end of the 
changing unit. Train your child to 
lie on his/her stomach while 
examining himself/herself in 
the mirror 

You can also hang a colourful 
mobile over the changing table. 
Move the mobile so that baby 
learns to look to both right and left

Make sure that baby doesn’t get 
cold during a nappy change. Cover  
the changing mat with a warm 
muslin nappy and make sure that 
the room is well-heated 

1

2

3
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Cosy nappy changes 
FLEXA Näst 2-in-1 changing table

The FLEXA changing table comprises of a chest of 3 drawers with a changing 
unit on top. The changing table with drawers underneath means that you can 
hold your child with one hand while you find clothes, nappies and care 
products with the other. When the time comes, you can remove the changing 
unit and the chest of 3 drawers can now be used as storage space for your 
child’s favourite things. 

2-in-1 changing table. Timeless storage unit  
and changing table in one

Changing mat size 50x70 cm

Soft-close to keep little fingers safe 

Solid pine wood

Rounded shapes 

D:74,8 W:72 H:104 cm (changing height 90 cm) 

Removable 
changing unit

FACTS
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Babies come with tons of equipment. Store 
your baby’s in a Näst wardrobe. When your 
child is older, the drawers can be used to 
store favourite toys and other treasures that 
he or she can access easily. 

Storage with style 
FLEXA Näst Wardrobes

Soft-close drawers and cupboard  
keep little fingers safe 

Each drawer can bear up to 25 kg

Doors open up to 110⁰ for easy access 

Rounded handles

Solid pine wood 

Height-adjustable shelves 

2 doors: D:56,5 W: 101 H:202 cm 

3 doors: D:56,5 W:150 H:202 cm 

FACTS

Babies come with tons of equipment. Store 
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child is older, the drawers can be used to 
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A safe haven   
At FLEXA we work to ensure very high 
product safety standards. The Näst collection 
meets even the most stringent norms and 
regulations applicable to baby and children’s 
furniture. We use only water-based and 
UV-based lacquers that contain nothing that 
could harm your child. There are soft-close 
in drawers and on wardrobe doors to keep 
little fingers safe, and there is a safe distance 
between the bars on the Näst cot bed. All our 
furniture is produced in Europe. 
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Safety tested
We have carefully 

checked every 
single detail so you

 can safely set 
up your child’s 

bedroom

Natural materials 
All FLEXA textiles 
and mattresses are 
Oeko-Tex certified 

and contain no 
harmful substances

5-year guarantee
FLEXA offer a 

full 5-year 
guarantee against 

manufacturing faults

Non-toxic furniture
FLEXA is tested 
according to the 

strict international 
safety standards 

EN71-3
 DIN717-3 and 

DIN 53160. 

Lacquer
FLEXA use only 

Eco-Friendly, 
water-based lacquer 

and UV lacquer 
which meets the EU 
standard for lacquer

Quality materials 
Certified according 

to PEFC® standards
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5-in-1 Cot bed
80-01802-80

FLEXA Nast
Collection Foam Mattress 

83-10392
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2-in-1 changing table
90-10748-80

3 Doors wardrobe 
81-24537-80

2 Doors wardrobe 
81-24535-80
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flexaworld flexaworld youtube.com

f www
flexaworld.com

https://www.facebook.com/FlexaWorld/?fref=ts
https://www.instagram.com/flexaworld/
https://www.youtube.com/user/flexafurniture/featured
https://www.facebook.com/FlexaWorld/?fref=ts
https://www.instagram.com/flexaworld/
http://www.flexaworld.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/flexafurniture/featured
http://www.flexaworld.com/

